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1. SOOPE
The recent proliferation of Yield Estimation Subsystem (YE5)
yield models (and their associated data files) dictafi.ed the
immediate need for a specialized data management system to
adequately support the data requirements of the operational YES.
Th:i.s document prov^.des the detailed system design specification
of the YES Data Management :system (YESDAM5) prier to the commence-
ment of system coding, debaaggirsg, and program. integration. YESDAMS
provides for the basic functions off' definition, replacement,
addition, deletion, and. listing of all data on the YES files..
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Yield Estimation Subsystem Data Management System {YESDAMS)
is a specialized data management system designed to solve the
specific data handling problems of the XES. W1^}.le the basic
functions of definition, replacement, addition, deletion, and
listing are common to most data management systems, these
functions are designed to address the unique requirements of the
YES. Consequently, no attempt has been made to extend any of
the functions to the more generalized data management problem.
While this somewhat reduces the flexibility of the system, it is
felt that the gains in reduced program size and execution time
and ease of use far outweigh the loss of flexibility.
Every attemz^t has been ride to follow the basic tenets of top-
dotrn, structured programming using HI.PO (Hierarchical Input
Processing Output) techniques. The design consists of a main
program which initiates a calling sequence several levels deep
in order to process input requests. Input transactions are in
the form of c^.rds, but the concepts could easily be extended to
encompass interactive, time-sharing techniques.
3.1 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The programs and associated data files will be resident on the
IBM 360j19^ complex at Suitland, Maryland. They should be
transferable to any TBM 360-37^ series computer with sufficient
disk space to handle the data files and main memory to. support
the PljT optimizing compiler.
3.2 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The software design consists of a main program and several levels
of subprograms (or subroutines), which are called to process the
individual input requests. The input requests are interpreted
(parsed) at each level in order to determine the subsequent sub-
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'	 Figure 3.0.— Level 1 and Level 2 subroutines.
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3.2.1 PROGRAM MAIN
MAIN reads the input cards and determines which one of the level 1









MAIN calls subroutines DEF, RPL, ADD, DEL, and LST.
3.2,1,2 Interfaces
M¢lIN provides the interface between the input request and the
proper interpretive subroutine,
3.2,1,3 Inputs
The input to MAIN is an action request in caxd format.
3.2.1.4 C9utputs
The output from MAIN is a partially parsed action request which
is passed to the proper 1eve1 1 subroutine for further action and/
or an error message which is passed to the system for display.
3.2.1.5 Description
MAIN reads the input action request cards one at a time and
decides, by examining the first three characters of the reques•^.,
which funo^tion is being• requested. Tn the case of an error being
3-3
generated somewhere ^,aring processing, MAIN will process the
error number and send the proper error message to SYSOUT for
display. Tn the case of a fatal error, MAIN will clean up and
stop processing. After all the input cards have been. read and



























































3.2.2 SUBROUTINE DEF (R1)
DEF (define) takes the input action request passed to it by
MAIN and determines which one of the level 2 subroutines is to









DEF calls subroutines DEFCTL, DEFDIR, DEFDES, DESDFN, and
DEFDAT. It is called only by MAIN.
3.F2.2.2 Interfaces
DEF provides the interface between MAIN and the proper interpre-
tive subroutine.
3.2.2.3 Inputs
The input to DEF is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.2.4 Outputs
The output from DEF is a partially parsed action request which is
passed to the proper level 2 subro!atine for further action and/
or an error message number which is returned to MAIN for action.
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3.2.2..5 Description
DEF acc:e^ats the partially parsed action request from MAIN and
decides, by examining characters 5 to 7 of the request, which
subfunctian is being requested, and calls that subroutine. ^f
the subfunction being requested is not one of those listed, DEF
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3 .2 . ^ SU.BRQUTINE RPL (R2 )
RPL (replace) tapes the input action request passed to it by
MAIN and determines which one of the level 2 subroutines is to
be called. The level 2 subroutines for RPL and theft sub-
functions are:
ID Ns.me Subfunctfon




R2- 5 RPLDAT Data
3.2.3.1 Lanka es
RPL calls subroutines RPLCTL, RPLDIR, RPLDES, RPLDFN, and
RPLDAT, Tt is called only by MAIN.
3.2.3.2 Interfaces
RPL provides the interface between MAIN and the proper inter-
pretive subroutine.
3.2..3.3 Inputs
The input -to RPL is a partially paused action request.
3.2.3.4 Outputs
Th@ output from ItPL is a partially parsed action request which is
passed to the proper level 2 subroutine for further action and/
ar an error message number which is returned to MAIN far action.
3.2.3.5 Description
RPL accepts the partially parsed action request from MAIN and
decides, by examining characters 5 to 7 of the request, which
3-9
subfunc^.ian is being requested and calls that subroutine, Tf
the subfunctian being requested is not one a^ these listed, t2PL





Figure 3.3.— Subroutine RPL (R2).
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3.2.4 SUBROUTINE ADD (R3)
ADD (add) takes the input action request passed to it by MAIN
and determines which one of the level 2 subroutines is to be








ADD calls subroutines ADDCTL, ADDDTR, ADDDF'N, and ADDDAT. ht
is called only by MAIN.
3.2.4.2 Interfaces
ADD provides the interface between MAIN and the proper inter-
pretive subroutine.
3.2.4. 3 Inputs
The input to ADD is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.4,4 Outputs
The output from ADD is a partially parsed action request which is
passed to the proper level 2 subroutine for further action
and/or an error number which is returned to MAIN for action.
3.2.4.5 Description
ADD accepts the partially parsed action request from MAIN and
decides, by examining cha^^acters 5 to 7 of the request, which
subfunction is being requested and calls that subroutine. If
^^.
3-12
the subfunction^ being requested is not one of those listed





figure 3.4._. Subroutine ADD (R3).
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3.2.5 SUBROUTINE DEL (R4)
DEL (delete) takes the input action request gassE ►.d to it by
MAIN and determines which one of the level 2 subroutines is to







DEL calls subroutines DELCTL, DELDIR and DELDFN. It is called
only by MAIN.
3.2.5.2 Interfaces
DEL provides the interface between MAIN and the proper inter-
pretive subroutine.
3.2.5.3 Inputs
The a.nput to DEL is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.5.4 Outputs
The output from DEL is a partially parsed actio^^ request which is
passed to the proper level 2 subroutine for further action and/or
an error number which is returned to MAIN for action.
3.2.5.5 Description
DEL accepts the partially parsed action request from MAIN and
decides, by examining characters 5 to 7 of the request, which
subfunetion is being requested and calls that subroutine. If
3-15
the sub unction being reques#^sd is not one of those listed
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Figure 3.5.— Subroutine DEL (R4).
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3.2.6 SUBROUTINE LST (R.5)
LST (list} takes the input action request passed to it by MAIN
and determines which one of the level 2 subrout^.z^es is to be




R5 .2 LSTDxR Directory




LST caa.ls subroutines LSTGTL, LSTDIR, LSTDES, 'LSTDFN, and
LSTDAT. Tt is called only by MAIN.
3.2.6.2 Interfaces
LST provides the interface between MAIN and the proper inter-
pretive subroutine.
3.2.6.3 Tr. uts
The input to LST is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.6.4 Outputs
The output from I;ST is a partially parsed action request which
is passed to the proper level 2 subroutine for further action
-and/or an error number which is returned to A1AIN for action.
3.2.6.5 Description
LST accepts the partially parsed action request from MAIN and
'	 3-18
decides, by examining characters 5 to 7 of the request, which
subfunction is being requested and calls that subroutine. Tf
the subfunction being requested is not one of those listed above,




Figure 3.6.— Subroutine LST (RS).
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3.2.7 SUBROUTINE DEFCTL (R1.1)
DEFCTL (define control) takes the input action request and parses
it for parameter (PARM) and section (SECT) data to build the
control record.
3.2.7.1 Linkages
DEFCTI{ calls subroutines PARPRM (X1), P.ARSEC (X2), and WRITE (Cl).




The input to DEFCTL is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.7.4 Outputs
The output of DEFCTL is a fully defined control recd rd which is
written to the data base or an error number.
3.2.7.5 Des cri^tion
DEFCTL accepts the action request from DEF and interprets it
for parameter and section data needed to build the control
record. Zt then writes the newly created control record to the
data base and initializes it with blanks. ..Any attempt to build
a contral record with incomplete or erroneous data will result in
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3.7.	 '^trbr-p ut;in^	 t^I^,F`C'TT,	 (R1.1) .
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3.2 . $ SCI^3ROCJTTNE DEFDTR (Rl . 2 )
DEFDTR (define directory} takes the ,input action request and
parses it far parameter and section data to build a directory
entry.
3.2.8 . ^, La.nkages
DEFDTR calls subroutines PARPRPd, PARSEC, and WRITE. Tt is called
only by DEF.
3.2.8.2 Tnte.rf aces
DEFDTR updates the proper control. record to insure that the
ne«r ly created directory entry is properly referenced.
3.2.3.3 Inputs
The input to DEFDTR is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.8.4 Outputs
The outputs of DEFDTR are a fully defined directory entry which
is written to t11e data U^^se and an updated directory pointer in
the control. record or an error number.
3.2.8,5 Descri^ation
DE^^'DTR accepts the action request from DFF and interprets it for
parameter and section data needed to build the directory entry.
Tt then writes the newly created directory entry to the data
base and updates the directory pointer in the control record
and rewrites the record. Any attempt to build a directory entry
with incomplete or erroneous date. will result in an error
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Figure 3.8.- Sukaroutin,e DEFDIR .tR1.2)•
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3.2.9 SUBROUTTNr DEFDES (R1.3)
DEFDES (define descriptor) takes -the input action request and
parses it for parameter and section data to build a descriptor
entry.
3.2.9.1 Linkages
DEFDES calls subroutines PA^PRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. Tt is called
only by DEF.
3.2.9.2 Interfaces
DEFDES updates the proper control record and correct directory
entry to insure that the newly created descriptor entry has the
proper pointers .
3.2.9.3 Inputs
The input to DEFDES is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.9.4 Outputs
The outputs of DEFDES are a fully defined descriptor entry which
is written to the data base and an updated control record and
directory entry or an error number.
3.2.9.5 Description
DEFDES accepts the action request from DEF and interprets it
for parameter and section data needed to build the descriptor
entry. It then writes the newly created descriptor entry to the
data base and updates the ^^ontrol record and correct directory
entry for proper descriptor pointers, and rewrites them to the
data base. Any attempt to build a descriptor entry with incom-










Figure 3.9.- Subroutine DEFDES (R1.3).
_	 ..	 _
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3.2..10 SUBROUTINE DEFDFN (R1.4}
DEFDFN (define definition} takes the input action request and
parses it for parameter and section data to build a definition
record.
3.2.10.1 Linkages
DEP"DFN calls subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It is called
only by DEF..
3.2.10.2 Interfaces
DEFDFN updates the proper control record and correct directory
entry to insure that the newly created definition record has the
proper pointers.
3.2.10.3 Inputs
The input to DEFDFN is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.10.4 Outputs
The out^auts of DEFDFN are a fully defined definition record
which is written to the data base and an updated control retard
and directory entry or an error number.
3.2.10.5 Description
DEFDFN accepts the action request from DEF and interprets it
for parameter and section data needed to build the model
definition record. Tt then writes the newly created definition
record to the data base and updates the control record and correct
directory entry for proper definition painters and rewrites them
to the data base. Any attempt to build model definition record
with incomplete or erroneous data will result in an error





Figure 3.10.- Subroutine DEFDFN (R1.4).
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3.2.11 SUBROUTINE DEFDAT (R1.5)
DEFDAT (define data) takes the input action request and parses
it for parameter and section data to build the data records.
3.2.11,1 Linkages
DEFDAT calls subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It is
called only by DEF.
3.2.11.2 Interfaces
DEFDAT updates the proper control record and correct directory
entry to insure that the newly c^,°eased data records have the
proper pointers.
3.2.1.1.3 In uts
The input to DEFDAT is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.11.4 Outputs
The outputs of DEFDAT are fully defined data records which are
written to the data rase and an updated control r^:cord and
directory entry or an error number.
3.2.11.5 Description
DEFDAT accepts the action request from DEF and in^erprets it
for parameter and section data needed to build the data records.
Tt then writes the newly created data records to the data base
and updates the control record and correct directory entry for
proper data pointers and rewrites them to the data base. Any
attempt to build data records with incomplete or erroneous data






Figure 3 . 11 • - subrau^ine DEFDAT ( R1.5) .	 r^R QUAL,^ rb7,^,
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3.2.12 5U$ROUTINE RFLCTL (R2.1)
RFLCTL (replace control) takes the input action request and
parses it for data to update the proper control record.
3.2.1.2.1 Linkages





The input to RRFLCTL is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.12.4 Outputs
The output of RPI,CTL is an updated control recard or an error
number.
3.2.12.5 Description
RFLCTL accepts the action request Pram RPL and interprets it
for the data necessary to update the proper control record.
It then rewrites the updated record to the data base. Any
attempt to update the control record with incomplete or erroneous





















































3.2.13 SUBROUTINE RPLDIR (R2.2)
RPLDIR (replace directory) takes the input action request and
parses it for data to update the proper directory entry.
3.2.13.1 Linkages





The input to RPLDIR is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.13.4 Outputs
The output of RPLDIR is an updated directory entry or an error
number.
3.2.13.5 Description
RPLDIR accepts the action request from RPL and interprets it
for the data necessary to update the proper directory entry.
It then rewrites the updated directory entry to the data base.
Any attempt to update a directory entry with incomplete or
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3.2.14 SUBR4UTIiVE RPLDES (R2.3)
RPLDES (replace descriptor) ta3ces the input action request and
parses it for data to update the proper descriptor entry.
3.2.14.1 Linkages





Thp input to RPLDES is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.14.4 Outputs
The output of RPLDES is an updated descriptor entry or an error
number .
3.2.14.5 Description
RPLDES accepts the action request from RPL and interprets it
for the data necessary to update the proper descriptor entry.
Tt then rewrites the updated descriptor entry to the data base.
Any attempt to update a descriptor entry with incomplete or
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Figure 3.34.- Subroutine FtPI',DES (NL.3).
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.3.2.15 SUBROUTINE RPLDFN (R2.4)
RPLDFIJ (replace definition) takes the input action request and
parses it for data to update the proper model definition record.
3.2.15.1 Linkages





The input to RPLDFN is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.15.4 Outputs
The output of RPLDFN is an updated model definition record or
an error number.
3.2.15. 5 Description
RPLDFN accepts the action request from RPL and interprets it
for the data necessary to update the proper model definition
record. It then rewrites the updated record to the data base.
Any attempt to update a model definition with. incomplete or



































Figure 3.15.- Subroutine RPLDFN (R2.4).
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3.2.16 SUBROUTINE RPLDAT (R2.5)
RPLDAT (replace data) takes the input action request and parses
it for data to update the proper data recard(s).
3.2.16.1 Linkages
RPLDAT calls subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It is
called only by RPL.
3.2.16.2 Interfaces
None.
3.2, .16 . 3 In^u^ts
The input to RPLDAT is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.16.4 Outputs
The output of RPLDAT is an updated data records) or an error
number.
3.2.16.5 Description
RPLDAT accepts the action request from RPL and interprets it f_or
the data necessary to update the proper data record(s). It then
rewrites the updated records) to the data base. Any attempt to
update a data record with incomplete or erroneous data will









3.2.17 SUBROUTINE ADDCTL (R3.1)
ADDCTL (add control) takes the input action request and parses
it for data to add to the proper control record.
3.2.17.1 Linkages
ADDCTL calls the subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. Tt is




The Input to ADDCTL is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.17.4 Outputs
The output of ADDCTL is an updated control record or an error
number .
3.2.17.5 Description
ADDCTL accepts the action request from ADD and interprets it
for the password to be added to the proper control. rECOrd. It
then rewrites the updated record to the data base. Any attempt
to add to the control record with incomplete or erroneous data
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3.2.18 SUBROUTINE ADDDIR (R3.2)
ADDDTR (add directory) takes the input action request and parses
^,t for data to be added to the proper directory entry.
3.2.18,1 Linkages
ADDDIR updates the proper control record to insure that the
added directory element is properly referenced.
3.2.18.3 Inputs
The input to ADDDTR is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.18.4 Outputs
The output of ADDDIR is an updated directory entry and an updated
control record or an error number.
3.2.18.5 Description
ADDDIR accepts the action request from ADD and interprets i.t
for the data to be added to the correct directory entry. It
then updates the proper control record and rewrites both to the
data base. Any attempt to add to a directory entry with incom-





..	 Fig^^re 3.13.-^ Subroutine p+DDDIR (R3.2).
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3.2.19 SUBROUTINE ADDDFN (R3.4)
ADnrr-N (add definition) takes the input action rrequest and parses
it for new data to b^: added to the correct definition record.
3.2.19.1 Linkages
ADDDFN ca11s the subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It i,s




The input to ADDDFN is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.19.4 Outputs
The output of ADDDFN is an updated definition record or an
error number.
3.2.19.5 Description
ADDDFN accepts the action request from ADD and interprets it for
the data to be added to the correct definition record. It then
rewrites the definition record to the data base. Any attempt to
add to a definition with incomplete or erroneous data will result
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'	 Figure 3.19.- Subroutine ADDDFN (R3.4).
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3.2.20 SUBROUTINE ADDDAT (R3.5)
ADDDAT (add data) takes the input action request and parses it
far new data to be added to the correct data record(s).
3.2.20.1 Link ages
ADDDAT calls the subrouti^^es PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It is




The input to ADDDAT is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.20.4 Outputs
The output of ADDDAT is an updated data record (s) or an error
number.
3.2,20.5 Description
ADDDAT accepts the action re:t zest from ADD and interprets it for
the data to be added to the correct data record (s) It then
rewrites the data record (s) to the data base. Any attemp^c to
add incomplete or erroneous data will result in an error con-






3.2.21 SUBROUTINE DELCTL (Tt4.1)
DELCTL (delete control) ts.kes the input action request and parses
it to determine what is to be deleted from t_he control record.
3.2.21..1 Linkages
DELCTL calls the subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and W^tITE. It is




The input to DELCTL is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.21.4 Outputs
The output of DELCTL is an updated control record ox an error
number.
3.2.21.5 Descri^.tion
DELCTL accepts the .action request from DEL and interprets it for
the password to be deleted from the proper control record. It
then rewrites the updated record to the data base. Any attempt
to delete a password with incomplete or erroneous c,ata will
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3.2.22 SUBROUTINE DELDIR (R4.2)
DELDIR tdelete directory) takes the input action request and
parses it to determine what is to be deleted from the correct
directory entry.
3.2.22.1 Linkages
DELDIR ca11s the subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It i5
called only by DEL.
3.2.22.2 Interfaces
DELi7IR updates the proper control record to insure that t'he
deleted directory element references are deleted.
3.2.22.3 Tnputs
The input to DELDIR is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.22.4 Ou^uts
The output of DELDIR is an updated directory entry and an up-
dated control record or an error number.
3.2.22.5 bescription
DELDIR accepts the action request from DEL and interprets it to
determine which directory elements of the correct directory
entry are to be deleted. It then updates the proper control
record and rewrites path to the data ba3e. Any attempt to
delete a directory element with incomplete or erroneous data








3.2.23 SUBROUTINE DELDFN (R4.4)
DELDFN (delete definition) takes the input action request and
parses it to determine what part of the correct definition is
to be deleted.
3 .2 .2 3..1 Linkage
DELDFN calls the subroutines PARPRM, PARSEC, and WRITE. It is




The input to DELDFN is a partially parsed act^.on request.
3.2.23.4 Out ut
The output of DELDFN is an updated definition record or an
error number.
3.2.23.5 Description
DELDFN accepts the action request from
determine what part of the model defin;
deleted. It then rewrites the updated
Any attempt to delete any portion of a
with incomplete or erroneous data will
dition being returned to DEL.
DEL and interprets it to
ition record is to be
record to tY^re data base.
model definition record




























Figure 3/23.- Subroutine DFLDFN (114.4).
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3.2.24 SUBROUTINE LSTCTL (R5.1)
LSTCTL (list control) takes the input action request and parses
it to determine how much of the proper control record is to be
listed and prints that portion.
3.2.24.1 Linkages




The input to LSTCTL is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.24.4 Outputs
The output of LSTCTL is a formatted listing of the requested.
portions of the selected control record or an error number.
3.2.24.5 Description
LSTCTL accepts the action request from LST and interprets it to
determine what control record is to be listed and what parts
are to be selected for printing. It then reformats the selected
portions for listing on the printer.. Any attempt to list a
control record with incomplete or erroneous data will result in






























F^.gure	 3.24.- Subrout^,ne LSTCTL	 (R5.Y).
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3.2.25 SUBROUTINE LSTDTR (R5.2)
LSTDIR (list directory) takes the input action request and parses
it to determine how much of the selected directory entry is to
be listed and prints that portion.
3.2.25.1 Linkages




The input to LSTDIR is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.25.4 Outputs
The output of LSTDIR is a formatted listing of the requested
portions of the selected directory entry or an error number.
3.2.25.5 Description
LSTDIR accepts the action request from LST and interprets it to
determine what directory entry is to be listed and what parts
axe to be selected for printing. It then reformats the selected
portions for listing on the printer. Any attempt to list a
directory entry with incomplete or erroneous data will result
in an error condition being returned to LST.
3.2.25.6 Flowchart
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•	 Figure 3.25.- Subroutine LSTDIR (R5.2)..
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3..2.26 SUBRGUTTNE LSTDES (R5.3)
LSTDES (list descriptor) takes the input action request and parses
it to determine how much of the selected descriptor entry is to
be listed and prints that portion.
3 , 2.26 . l Linkages




'T'.he input to LSTDES is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.26.4 Outputs
The output of LSTDES is a formatted listing of the requested
portions of the selected descr^.ptor entry or an error number.
3.2.26.5 Description
LSTDES accepts the action request from LST and interprets it to
determine what descriptor entry is to be listed and what parts
are to be selected for printing. It then reformats the selected
portions for listing on the printer. Any a •^tempt to list a
descriptor entry with incomplete or erroneous data will result



























Figure 3.26.- Subroutine I,STDES (R5.3).
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3,2.27 SUBROUTINE LSTDFN (R5.4)
LSTDFN (list definition) takes the input action request and parses
it to deterz^line how much. of the selected. definition record is to
be listed and prints that portion.
3.2.27.1 Linkages
LSTDFN calls the subroutines PARPRM and PARSEC.
3.2.27.2 Interfaces
Nane.
3 .2 .2 7.3 In^auts
The input to LSTDFN is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.27.4 Outputs
The output of LSTDFN is a formatted listing of the requested
portions of the selected model definition or an error number.
3.2.27.5 Description
LSTDFN accepts the action request from LST and interprets. it to
dEtermine what model definition is to be listed and what parts
are to be selected for printing. It then reformats the selected
portions for listing on the printer. Any attempt to list a model
definition record with incomplete or erroneous data will result

































Figl^re 3.27.- Subroutine LSTDFN (R5.4). ,
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3.2.2$ SUBROUTINE LSTDAT (R5.5) ,
LSTDAT (list data) takes the input action request and parses
it to determine how much of the selected data record (s) is to be
listed and prints that portion.
3.2.28.1 Linkages




The input to LSTDAT is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.28.4 Outputs
The output of LSTDAT is a formatted listing of the requested
portions of the selected data records) or an error number.
3.2.28. llescription
LSTDAT accepts the action request from LST and interprets it to
determine what data records) is to be listed and what parts
are to be selected for printing. It then reformats the selected
portions for listing on the printer. Any attempt to list data
using an incomplete or erroneous request will result in an





























.Figure 3.28.- Subroutine L5TDAT (R5.5).
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a^
FARPRM (parse parameter) takes the input action request and parsr^^s







The input to PARPRM is a partially parsed action request.
3.2.29.4 Outputs
The output of PARPRM is a partially parsed action request,
interpreted section name(s), and the applicable data base
record (s) /entry (ies) .
3.2.29.5 Description
PARPRM accepts the action request from its calling rQUtine, parses
the section name from the request, and determines whether the
section name., is legitimate. It then opens the applicable file,
checks e;ecurity,,and reads the records)/entry(ies) of interest
into core. If an error is detected in the input request, an











































,	 Figure 3 .29.- Subroutine PARPRM (XL).
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3.2.30 SUBROUTINE PARSEC (X2)
PARSEC (parse sections) takes the input action request and parses
it for the subparameters (see Appendix A) and data necessary to






The inputs to PARSEC are a partially parsed action request,
interpreted section name(s), and the applicable data base
records)/entry(ies).
3.2.30.4 Outputs
The output of PARSEC is an updated record (s)/entry(ies) which is
ready for writing to the data base or (in the case of LST) a
completely formatted listing to the printer or (in the case of
an error) an error number.
3.2.30.5 Description
PARSEC accepts the action request from its calling routine,
parses the rest of the request for section data, determines
whether the section data (subparameters) are legitimate, and
applies the parse3 data to the records)/entry(ies) in care, in
accordance with the tasking implied by the section name. It
then either moves the updated records)/entry(ies) to the output
area for rewriting to the data base or (in the case of LST)
reformats the records)/entry(ies) for listing and moves it
to SYSOUT for printing. If an error is detected during processing
3-69
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Figure 'x.30.- Subroutine PAASEL (X2).
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?.2.31 SUBROUTINE WRITE (C1}
WRITE tapes the updated record from the output area and wr:^tes






The input to WRITE is an updated/newly defined record in the
output area.
3.2.31.4 Ou^ut
The output from WRITE is an updated/newly defined record which
is written to the data base.
3.2.31.5 Descri tp ion
Using its r^alling argument as the decision parameter, WRITE
writes the record from the output area to the proper area in the
data base. In the came of an error, WRITE will set an error




^^^oze 3.3l.- Gubzouti^e ^^I^8 (^l).
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3.2.32 SUBFUNCTION STRUCTURES AND FORC^iAT5
3.2.32.1 Control, Record Structure
DCL 1 CTL EXTERNAL,
2 SEC,
3 FILFTD CHAR (8) ,
3 NUMPASS FIXED BIN (1,5,0),
3 PAS SWORD (8 ) CHAR (8) ,
3 RESER^IED CHAR (2 8) ,
3 N'UMDTR FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
3 NUMREC FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NUMDES FIXED BIN (15 ,0),
3 NUMDEF FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NUMDAT k'IXED BTN(15, 0) ,
2 DIY,
3 DIRTDNUM(8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 DIRIDriHR (8 ) CHA2i (4 } ,
3 DTRNOREC (8 } FTXEr^ BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 DTRTOTDE(8) FIXED RTN(15,0),
3 DIRLOCAT(8,4) FIXE: ^,IN(15,0) ,
3 DIRNUMDE(8,4) FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 DSY,
3 DESTI7(16) FIXED BTN(15,0},
3 DESLOCAT(16) FIXED BIN(1^,0),
3 DFSDISPL(16) FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 DFY,
3 DEFID(200) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 DEFLOCAT(200) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 DEFDTSPL(200) FIXED BTN(L5,0),
2 DAY,
3 DATTD(20Q) FIXED BTN(31,0) ,
3 DATDESID(200) FIXED BTN(15,0),
3 DATBLRSZ(200} FIXED BIN(15,0},
3 DATBKALC(200) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 DATBKUSE(200) FIXED BT.N(15,0),
3 DATNOREC(200) FIXED BIN (15,0},
3 DATPOINT(200) FIXED BIN(]..5,0),
3 DATLOCAT(456) .FIXED BTN(15,G),
3 DA'I'DISPL(456) FIXED BIN(15,0?r
3 DATRBP,.LC (4 56 ) FIXED BIN (15 , 0 } ,
3 DA'1'R73USE(456) FIXED BIN (15,.0) ,
3 DATFBKID(456) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 DATNXARR(456) FIXED BIN (15,0),
2 REC,
3 RECTYPE(456) FIXED BTN(15,0),
3 RECSPACE(A^56) ^'TXED BTN(15,0),
3 RECr^OCAT(456) FIXED BIN (15,0);
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3.2.32.2 Subfunetion Control Format
functions	 applicable sections
DEF CL1, SEC, DTY, DSY, DFY, DAY, REC
RPL CL2, SEC, DSY, DFY, DAX,
ADD CL2, SEC
DEL CL2, SEC, D5Y, DFY
LS'^ CL2, SEC, DTY, DSY, DFY, DAY, REC, ALL
section parm/subparm abv. description
CL1 DDNAME=(c) DD=( JCL DD name
NUMSEC5=(n) NCB( number. of sections used in
this run (max=3)
SECTIONS-(c) SC=( section names
CL2 DDNAME=(c) DD=( JCL DD name
FILEID-(c) ID=( file identification name
PAS: WORD= (c} PW= ( password that car. access the file
NUMSEC5 =(n) NC=( number of sections used in this
run (max=7)
SECTI^'1NS^= (c) SC = ( section names
SEC FILr.^ID=(c) ID=( file identification name (1-8
characters)
NUMPASSP (n) NP=( # passwords that can access
the file (max=8)
PASSWORD=(c) PW=( passwords that can access the file
RESERVED=(c) RV=( extra space or filler
NUMDIR=(n) ND=( # of countries on the file (max=
8	 )
NUMREC	 .(n} FR=( # of records on file, excluding
control rec.
NUMDES= (n) NS= ( # of descriptors found on the file
NUMDEF=(n) NF=( # of model definitions found on
the file
NUMDAT=(n) N7'=( # of directory elements with
data on the file
SUBR.ANGE= (n) SR= ( rcAnge of values in subscript
array to be considered
REC RECTYPE =(n) RT=( record type
RECSPACE =(n) RS=( freespace on reaord(bytes)




Subfunction Control Format, continued
DTY DTRIDNUM=(n) DI=( numeric country codes
DIRIDCHR=(c) DC=( alphabetic country codes
DIRNOREC=( n) DR=( # of directary records per
country
DIRTOTDE=(n) DT=( total # of directory elements
per country
DIRLOCAT=(n) DL=( record number of each directory
record
DIRNUMDE=(n) DE=( # of directory elements per
directory record
SUBRAN'GE= (n) SR= ( range of values in subscript
array to be considered
DSY DESID=(^i) SI=( identification #°s of descrip-
tors on file
DESLOCAT=(n) SL=( record number of each descriptor
DESDl'SPT.^= (n j SP= ( bytz # of beginning of each
descriptor
SUBRANGE=(n) SR=(
DFY DEFID=(n) FIB( identification #'s of model
definition
DEFLOCAT=( n) FL=( record number of each mode].
definition
DEFDISPL=( n) FP=( byte # of beginning of each def-
inition
SUBRANGE=(n) SR=(
DAY DATID=(n) TI=( directory ID # of each area
with data on the file
DADESID=(n) TD=( ID # of descriptor for data in
this block
DATBLKS=(n) BS=( #bytes in data block
DATt37CALC = (r^) TB= ( total # of blocks allocated
DATHKUSE=(n) TU=( total # blocks used
DATNOREC=( n) TN=( # records used for this
directory element °s data
DATPOINT=(n) TP=( subscript of data location array
DATLOCAT= (n) 'I'L= ( record # for data
DATDISPL=(n) TH=( byte # of beginning of data
'7ATRBALC=(n) TO=( #blocks allocated for this data
on record
DATRBUSE=(n) TZ=( # blocks used for this data
DATFBKFD=(r^? TF=( first block ID
DATNXARR =(n) TX=( pointer to next subscript of
data location array







DC^e 1 DIR(26$) ,
2 DID,
3 NUMLEVEL FIXED BIN ( 15,0),
3 DIRIG FIXED BIN (15,0;,
3 DIRNAME CHAR(16),
3 NUI`R_BDES r']:XED BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 NUMBDEF FIXED BIN (15,0),
2 PTR,
3 PARENT FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 BFOTHER FI^iED BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 CHILD FIXED BIN (15,0),
2 DSC,
3 DESID(3) FIXED B1N ( 15,0),
3 DESLOCAT ( 3) FIXED BTN ( 15,0),
3 DESDISPL ( 3) FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 DT
DP,TLOCAT ( 3) FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 DATDISPL(3) FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 DFN,
3 DEFID ( 6)	 FIXED BIN (15,0) ,
3 DEFLCCAT ( 6)	 FIXED BN ( 15,0),
3 DEFDISPL ( 6)	 FIXED BIN ( 15,0);
377
3.2.32.4 Directory Subfuncti^L ormat
functions	 applicable sections
DEF URl, DID, DSC, DTA, DFN, PTR, DTY, REC
RPL DR2, DID, PTR, D5C, LTA, DFN
ADD DR2, DID, DSC, DTA, DFN, PTR, DTY, REC
DEL DRS, DLE, PTR, DTY, REC,
LST DR,2, DID, PTR, DSC, DTA, DFN, ALL










COUNTRY • _ {n)
NUMSECS = (n)
SECTIONS = (^)
DD=( JCL DD name
TD=(	 file identification name
PW=(	 password that can access
the file
NC=(	 number of sections used in this
run (max=7 )
SC={	 section names
DD=( JCL DD name
ID=(	 file identification name
PS=(	 password that can access the file
CO=(	 niunber of country in question
NC=(	 number of sections used
in this run (max=7)
SC=(
DTD	 DIRID=(n) RI=( id # of lowest level of direc-
tory in question
DIRNAME _ (c) DN=( name. of directory level in
question
NUMBDES =(n) NS=( descriptor number used by this
directory elem
NUMBDEF =(n) NF=( model defn # used by this
directory element
NUMLEVEL•=(n) NL=( number of levels
LEVELS =(n) LV=( level numbers




PARENT=	 {rl) PA=( parent of directory element
in question
BROTHER=(n) BR=( brother of directory elem in
question





Directory Subfunction Format, co^ltinued
DSC DESID=(n) SI=( # of descriptor for this direc-
tory element
DESLOCAT=(n) SL=( record # of descriptor for this
directory slam
DESDISPL=(n) SP=( byte # of beginning of descriptor
NUMLEVEL= (n) NL=
LEVELS= (n) L' V=
SUBRANGE= ( n) SR=
DTA DATLOCAT=(n) TL=( record number of data for this
directory




DFN DEFID=(n} FI={ id # of model defn for this
directory elem
DEFLOCAT=(n) FL=( record number of model def for
this directory





DLE NUMLEVEL= (n) NI'.,=
LEVELS= (n) LV=
REC RECTYPE=(n) RT=( record type
RECSPACE= (n) RS=( freespace on record (bytes)
RELOCAT=(n) RC=( record #
DTY DIRIDNITM=(n) DI=( numeric country codes
DIRIDCHR=(c) DC=( alphabetic country codes
DIRNOREC=(n) DR=( # directory records per country
DIRTOTDE=(n) DT=( total # directory elements per
country
DIRLOCF^t==(n) DL=( record # of each directory record









DCL 1 DES EXTERNAL,
2 PLM,
3 DESID FIXEB BIN(15,0),
3 BLKSIZE FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 NtJMBLKS FIXED BTN (15 , 0) ,
3 1`1UMVARBL FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
3 TOTCODES FIXED BTN^^-5,0),
3 TOTUNTTS FIXED BTh ,	 .,, 0) ,
3 RESERVED GHAR(16^,
2 IDS,
3 CODETD (56 ^ FIXED BTN (15 , O) ,
3 CODENAME (5 6 ) CHAR (16) ,
3 CbDEABV ( 5 6 ) CHAR (4) ,
3 UNTTID(20) FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 UNITNANlE (20 ) CHAR (16) ,
3 UNTTABV(20) CHAR(4),
2 COD,
3 CODLGCAT(20) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 UNTLOCAT (20 ) FIXED BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 BASE(20) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 SCALE(20) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 OUTFIELD(20) FIXED BIN (15,0),
BLKLOLAT(20) FIXED BTN (15,0),
3 NUMELEM(20) FIXED BTN(15,0),
3 ELMLOCAT(20,31) FIXED BIN(15,0);
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section parm/subparm abv. description
DS1 DDNAME=(c) DD=( JCL DD name
FILETD=(c) ID=( file identification name
PASSWORD=(c) PW=( password that can access the file
NUMSECS=(n) NC=( number of sections used in this
run (max=5)
SECTIONS=(c) S^=( section names
COUNTRY=(n) C0=( country ID
DS2 DDNAME=(c) DD=( JCL DD name
FILETD= (c) ID= ( file a.dp^?tfication name
PASSWORD=(c) PW=( paseswo.^^ that can access the file
DESID= (n) SI= ( ider^^if^t;>ation # of this descriptor
NUMSECS=(n) NC=( number of sections used in this
run	 (max=6)
SECTIONS=(c) SC=( section names
PLM DESID= (n) SI= ( iden^^^.ification # of this
descriptor
BLKSIZE= (n) BS= ( # b^`tes in data block
NUMFLKS= (n ) NB= ( # y.^lo;°ks in this descriptor' s
data blocks
NUMVARBL=(n) NV=( # variables in this descriptor
TOTUNITS=(n) TS=( total # of units in this des-
criptor
TGTCODES=(n) TC=( total # of codes
RESERVED=(c) RV=( free space or filler
IDS CODEID=(n) C2=( code # for variable
CODENAME=(c) CN=( variable name
CODEABV=(c) CA=( variable abbreviation
UNITID=(n) UI=( variable unit code #
UNITNAME= (c) UI^= ( variable unit name
UNTTABV- (c) UA=( variable unit abbreviation
SUBRANGE= (n) SR= ( range of values in subscript
array to be cpnsidered
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Subfunction Descriptor Format, continued
COD CODLOCAT=(n) C'L=( position in code array
UNTLOCAT= (r^) UL= ( position in unit array
BASE =(n) BA=( type of variable
SCALE=(n) SE=( location of decimal point, if any
OUTFIELD=(n) OF=( output print field sire
BL^:LOCAT= (n ) BL= ( where variable is located in
data block
NUMELEM=(n) NE=( # subelements (#months, #crops,
etc.)
ELMLOCAT=(n) EL=( positions in subelement array
to be considered
SUBRANGE=(n) SR=( range of values in subscript
array to be considered
DSC NUMLUWE^= (n ) NL=
LEVELS= (n) LV=
DESID=(n) SI=( TD # of descriptor
DESLOCAT=(n) SL=( record # of descriptor
DESDISPL=(n) SP=( byte # of beginning of descriptor
DSY DESTD= (n) SI=
DESLOCAT= (n) SL=
DESDISPL= (n) SP=
REC RECTYPE=(n) RT=( record type
RECSPACE =(n) RS=( freespace an record (bytes)
RELOCAT=(n) RC=( record #
ALL SUBRANGE=(n) SR=(
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3.2.32.7 Model Defin:i.^ion Structure
DCL 1 DEF EXTERNAL,
2 MOD,
3 DEFID FIXE BIN(15,0),
3 NOZONE FIXED BIN(L5,0),
3 NOSTRATA FIXED BIN(I5,0),
3 NOZONSTA FIXED BIN^15,0),
3 NWGHCODE FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NOHYEARS ^`'IXED BIN (15, 0) ,
3 NORYEARS FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NOXYEAP.S FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NVTRUNCS FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NOYVARBL FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NOXVARBL FIXED BTN(15,0),
3 NOYLDDAT FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NOMETDAT FIXED BIN ( 15,0),
3 NOZINDEX FIXED BIN ( 15,0),
3 NOINVARB FIXED BIN(I5,O),
3 CROPNUMB FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 MODLrIAME CHAR (24) ,
3 RESERVED CHAR(244),
2 INV,
3 NUMVARBL FIXED BIN(I5,0)
3 RESERVED CHAR(2),
3 VARBCODE ( 8) FIXED BIN ( 15,0);
i
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Model Definition Structure, continued
2 ZON,
3 LATITUDE ( ( 26 ) FLOAT BIN (21) ,
3 NUMLEVEL {2C) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NUMVARBL (26 ) FIXED BIN (1a ,0),
3 LEVE;^S (26, 8) FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
3 VARBCODE (2 ^ , g ) FIXED BIN (^, ^ , 0) ,
2 WGH,
3 WGHVARBL(8) FIXED BIN(15,Uj,
3 NOWEIGHT(8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 WEIGHTS(8,20) FLOAT BIN(21),
2 HYR,
3 NUMLEVEL(6) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 N'UMYRPRS ( 8 ) F TXED BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 LEVELS(6,8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 BEGYEAR(6,8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 ENDYEAR(6,8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
2 RYR,
3 NUMLEVEL (6) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NUMYRPRS(8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 LEVELu(5,8) FIXED BIN(15,C),
3 BEGYEAR(6,8) FIXED BIN(^5,0),
3 ENDYEAR(6,8) FIXED BIN (15,0),
2 XYR,
3 NUMLEVEL (6} FIXED BIN (15,0),
3 NUMYRPRS(8) FIXED BIN (15,0)
3 LEVET.,S ( 6 , 8 ) FIXED BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 BEGYEAR (6 , 8 ) FIXED BIN (15 , 0) ,
3 ENDYEAR ( 6,8) FIXED BIN ( 15,0),
2 ZDX
3 NUMLEVEL ( 6 ) FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
3 LEVELS ^6 ,$) FIXED BIN(15,0),
3 UPPERAWC ( 6 ) FLOAT B IN (21 } ,
3 LOWERAWC (E) FLOAT BIN(21),
3 UPPERPCP(6) FLOAT BIN(21),
3 LOWERPCP (6) FLOAT BIN{21),
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3 VARVCODE (3 )
$ VARSCODE(3)
3 VARIKON (3 }
3 VARLOCAT(3)
3 VARFKOI^ (3 )
2 XVR,
3 VARBLID (2 4 )
3 VAP.OPER(24)
3 VARDE`•J (2 4 )
3 VARVCODE (2 4 , 3 )
3 VARSCODE(24,-3)
3 VARIKON (2 4 , 3 )
$ VARLOCAT(24,3)




3 U5EDYET (6 )
$ NUMVARBL(6)
3 LEVELS ( 6 , 8 )
3 VARBCODE (6 , 8 )
3 NUMSCODE (6 , 8 )
3 FIELDSIZ (6, 8)
3 DIGIT(6,8)
MDA,
3 NUMLEVEL (6 )
3 WHEREGET (6 )
3 USEDYET(6)
3 NUMVARBL(6)
3 LEVELS (b , 8 )
3 VARBCODE (b , $ }
3 NUMSCODE (6 , 8 )
3 FIELDSIZ(6,8)









FLED BIN (15, 0 )
FIXED BIN (15,0)
FIXED BTN (15,0)
FLOAT BIN (21) ,
FIXED BTN(15,0),
F TXED BT.N (15 , 0) ,
FIXED BIN (15,0),
FIXED BIN (15,0),
FIXED BIN (15, 0) ,
FIXED BIN (15,0),
FIXED BIN (15,0),
FLOAT BIN (21) ,
FIXED BTN (1F, 0)
FIXED BIN (15,0)
FIXEll BIN (15 ,0)
FIXED BTN (15,0)
FIXED BI'N (15, 0)
FIXED BIN (15, 0 )
FIXED BIN (15,0)




FIXED BIN (15, 0
FIXED BIN (15..,0
FIXED BTN (15,0
FIXED BIN (15, 0
FIXED BIN (15,0
FIXED BIN (15, 0
FIXED EIN(15,0
3-$4












section	 parmfsubparr^ abv, aescrpton
DFI
	 DDNAME=(c) DD=) JCL DD name
FILEID=(c) ID=( file identification name
PASSWORD=( c) PW=( password that can access the
file
NUMSECS= ( n) NC-( number of sections used in this
run (max=17
SECTIONS=( c) SC=( section names
COUNTRY= ( n) C0=( country ID number
DF2	 FILEID= ( c) ID= (
PASSWORD=(c) PW=(
NUMSECS= ( n) NC=(
SECTIONS=(c) SC=(
DEFID=(n) FI=( model definition ID number
DDNAME= ( c) DD=(
MOD
	 NOZONE= (n) N7 = ( # zones
NOSTRATA =(n) NR=( #strata
NOZONSTA=(n) ZS=( total # zones plus strata
h'WGHCODE= (n) NW= ( # weight codes
NOHYEARS= (n) IiY= ( # h; sLOrical years
NORYEARS= (n) F'.::'_ ( # run years
NOXYEARS=(n} XY'={ # normal years
NOTRUNCS =(n} NU=( # truncations
NOYVARBL=(n) NY=( # Y-variables
NOXVARBL=(r.) NX=( # X-variables
NO'YLDDAT=(n) DY=( # yield data cards
NOZINDEX=(n) ZX=( # 2-index cards
NOINVARB= (n) IB= ( # raw ^trariable cards
3-85
Subfunction Model Definition Format, continued
MOD NOMETDAT=( n) DM=( # met data cards
(cont) CROPNUMB=(n) CR=( crop SD number
MODLNAME=( c) MN=( model name
RESERVEr^(c) RV=( extra space or filler
DEFID=(n) FI=( model definition number
INV NVMVARBL^(n) NV=( # of variables
RESERVND =( c) RV=C', reserved space or filler
VARBCODE=( n) VC=( variable code number
SUBRANGE=(n) SR=( subscript range
ZON/STA SUBRANGE=( n) SR=( subscript range
NUMLEVEL=(n) NL=( number of levels
LEVELS=(n) LV=( level numbers
LATITUDE=(f) LP.={ latitude of none/strata
NUMVAF.BL=(n) NV={ number of variables
VARBCODE=(n) VC=( variable code numbers
WGH WGHVARBL=(n) WV=( cods # of variable to be
weighted
NOWEIGHT= (n) WN= ( # weights
WEIGHTS= (n) WH= ( weights
SUBRANGE= (n) Stl=
HYR/RYR/ StJBRANGE= (n) SR= (
XYR
7°s^J^^:LEVEL= (n ) NL=
LEVELS= (n ) LV= {
NUM"RPRS= (n) NM= ( number of year pairs (year
ranges)
BEGYEAR=tn) BY=( beginning year of year range
EN'DYEAR- ,n) EY=( ending year of year range
TRN SUBRANGE=(n; SR=(
TRUNCTD=(n) TR={ ID number of truncation
TRUNCABV=(c) TA=( truncation abbreviation
TRUNNAME=(c) TM=( truncation name
NUMVARBL=(n) NV=( # of variables
VARBL'NUM= (n ) VN= ( variable code numbers
3-86
Subfunction Model Definition Format, contirLued
YVR	 SUFiRANGE= (n) SR=
VARBLID=(n) VI=( ID # of variable
VAROPER=(n) VO=C operand of variable
VARVCODE^(n} VV=( code(s) or variables used to
calculate variable
VARSCODE= (n} VS=( variable subcade
VARIKON=(n) IK=( integer constant
VARLOCAT=(n) VL=( where variable is located
VARFKON= ( f ) FK= ( f loating constant
XVR
SUBRAL^GE= (n) SR= (
VARBLID= (n) V2=
VAROPER= (n) V0= ( variable operand
VARDEV=(n) pV=( variable deviation
VARVCODE= {n ) VtT= { codes of tariables used to
calculate the variable
VARSCODE=(n) VS=( variable subcode
VARIKON=(n) SK=( integer constant
VARLOCAT={nj VL=( variable location




WG=( where to find data




FS=( size of each element
DG=( location of decimal point
FT=(	 ID # of this model definition

















DEFID= (n)	 FI= (	 ID # of model r•" = inition
DEFLOCAT= (n)	 FL= (	 record # of moa^... definition
NUMLEVEL= (n )	 NI',=
LEVELS= ;: )	 LV=
3-87
Subfunction Mod^:l Definition Format, Continued
Z DX	 NUMLEVEL= (n ) NL•- ( # o f leve 1;^#
LEVELS=(n) *,V-( level numLers
UPPERAWC=(n) UW=( upper available water capacity
LOWERAWC=(n) LA=( lower available water capacity
UPPERPCP= (n) UP=( upper precipitation
LOWERPCP=(n} LP-( lower precipitation
SUBRANGE=( n} SR=(
REC	 RECTYPE=(n) RT=( record type
RECSPACE=(n) RS=( freespacE on record (bytes)
RELOCAT=(n) RC=( record #
ALL	 SU'BRANGE= (n} SR=
3-87A










section parm/subparm 	 abv.	 description
DAl
	
DDNAME=(c) DD=( JCL DD name
FTLETD= (c) TD= ( rile identification name
PASSWORD= (c) PW= ( gassw^^rd to access file
COUNTRY=(n) C0=( # o^f country
DEFaID= (n) SI= ( descriptor identification
NUMSECS=(n) NC=( # bf sections used
SECTIONS=(c) SC=( section names
DA2	 DDNAME=(c) DD=( JCL DD name
FTLETD=(c) TD=( fie identification name
PASSWORD=(c) FW=( password to access file
COUNTRY=(n) C0-( # of country
DESID=(n) Sl'=( descriptor identification
NUMSECS=(n) NC=( # of sections used
SECTIONS=(c) SC=( section names
LEVELS=(n) LV=( level numbers
NUMLEVEL=(n) NL=(
BL'K	 VRBLCODE=(n) BC=( variable code
NUMELEM=(n) NE=( # subelements
SUBECODE=(n) EC=( subelement code
FORMAT= (n) FM= ( format number
TNTLVA L=(n) TV=( input value
SUBRANGE= (n) SR= (
3-89
Subfunction Data Format, continued
FMT NUMENTRY=(n) NA=( # of fields on card
LEADCOLM=(n) LC=( starting card column of field
SIZE= (n) SZ= ( size of f^.eld
DATATYP AT=( data type^C)
SUBRANGE n) SR•=
DAD INMED=(c) IN=( input medium
'^DNAME= (c ) DD= ( JCL LD name
'^NRECLEN=(n) RL=( input record length
^?^TDFILE= (c} EF= ( end of file delimiter
NUMLEVEL=(n) NL=( number of levels
LEVELS^(n) ^	 LV=( level numbers
LEWARFY=(n) VF=( level varit^er
DTA SUBRRNGE=(n) SR=(
NUMLEVEL= (n) NL= (
LEVELS= (n) LV=
DATLOCAT=(n) TL=( data record #
• DATDISPL=(n) TP=( data displacement
DAY DATID=(n) TI=( directory T:D ^ os eacn area
with, data on the file
DATDESID=(n) TD=( ID # of descriptor for data in
this block
DATBLKSZ=(n) BS=( # bytes in data block
DATBKALC=(n) TB=( total # blocks allocated
DATBKUSE=(n) TU=( total # blocks used
DATNOREC =(n} TN=( # records used for this
directory element's data
DATPOINT=(n) TP=( subscript of data location array
DATLOCAT=(n) TL=( record # for data
DATDISPL=(n) TH=( byte # of beginning of data
DATRBALC=(n) TO=( # blocks allocated for this
data on record
DATRBUSE=(n) TZ=( # blocks used for this data on
record
DATFBKID=(n) TF=( first block ID
DATNXARR=(n) TX=( pointer to next subscript of
data location array
SUBRANGE =(n) 5R=(
REC RECTYPE=(n) RT=( record type
RECSPACE=(n) RS=( freespace in record (bytes}
























3.2.33.2 Parameter File Record Structure















FIXED BIN (1.5,0) ,
FIXED BIN(15,0),















B^'^SE BA type of variable
BEGYEAR BY beginning year of year range
B^,KLOCAT BL where variable is located irr data block
BROTHER BR brother of directory element
CHILD CH child of directory element
CODEABV CA variable abbreviation
CODEID CI code # for variable
CODENAME CN Fariable name
CODLlJCAT CL position in code array
COUNTRY CO country ID number
CROPNUMB CR crop ID number
DATATYP AT data type
DATI3KALC TB total # blocks allocated
DATBKU•SE TU total # blocks used
DATBLKS,Z BS # bytes in data block
DATDHSID TD ID # of descriptor for data in. this
bio^:k
DATDISPL TH byte # of beginning of data
DATFBKZD TF' first block. ID
DATID TI directory ID # of each area with data
DATLOCAT TL record # for data
DATNOREC TN # records used for this directory
element's data
DATNXARR TX pointer to next subscript of data
location array
DATPOINT TP subscript of data location array
pATRBALC TO # blocks allocated for this data on
record
----, -AATRBUSE _	 _ __. TZ # blocks used for this data on record
DDNAME 'DD JC:L DD name
DEFDISPL FP byte # of beginning of model definition
DEFID ..FI Ill ^ of each model definition
DEFLOCAT FL record # of each model definition
DESDISPI, SP byte # of beginning of each descriptor
DESID SI TS # of descriptor on file
DESLOCAT SL record # of each descriptor
DIGIT DG location of decimal point
DIRID RI ID # of directory
DIRTDCHR FC alpha country codes




Sub ar,ameter Abv. Description
DTRLOCkT DL directory record number
DIR^TAME DN name of directory level
DIRNOREC D^2 # of directory records per ^;ountry
DTRNUMDE DE # of di re ytory elements per directory record
DIRTOTDE DT total. # of directory elements per country
ELMLOCAT E1., position in subeleme:^t array
ENDFILE EF end of file delimiter
ENDYEAR EY ending year of year range
FIELDSIZ FS size of aach element
FILE^:D ID file ID name
FORMAT FM for^iat nu:^+ber
1NMED IN ^-^put medium
INRECLEId RL input record length
rNTLVAL IV input- value
L^;ADCOLM LC starting card column of field
LEVELS T,,V level numbers
LEVVAftFY VF level verify
LOG7E R^tA1^: LA lower available water capacity
LOG+IERPCP LP lower precipitation
MODLNAME MN model name
I^OI'IYEARS I^iY # of history years
NOTNVARB T'S # raw variable cards
NOMETDAT DM # of met data cards
NORYEARS RY # of run years
NOST.I^ATA NR # of stratas
NOTRUNCS NU # of truno^,^tzons
NOWEIGEi^' WN # of weights
NOXVARBL NX # of X-variables
NOKYEARS XY # of normal years
NOYLDDAT D'.;' # of yield data cards
N^3YVARBL NY # of Y-variab^.es
NOZTNDEX ZK # of `L-index cards
NOZONE NZ # of zones
NOZONSTA ZS total # of zones + strata
NUMBLKS NB # data blocks on record
NUMDAZ' NT # of directory elements with data
NUMDEF' NF # of model dc^finitians on file
NUMDES NS # of "descriptors on file
NUMDIR ND # of countries on file
NUMELEM NE # of subelements
NUMENTRY NA # of fields on input card
NUMLEVEL NL # of levels
NUMPASS NP # of passwords





NUMSCUDE NO # of s°ab^ocies
NUM^ECS NC # of sections
NUMVARB.^ i^,^V # of vara.abl,es
NUMYRPRS NM # of year pa^.rs
NWGHCODE NW # of we^.ght codes
NXTREC Nth address p^ next data record
OUTFIELD OF output print field sire
PARENT PA parent of directory element
PASSWORD PW password
RELOCAT RC record #
RECSPACE RS freespace on record {bytes)
RECTYPE RT record type
RESERVED RV extra space or filler
SCALE SE location of decimal point
SEGTZONS SC sectzon name
SIZE SZ size of Field
SUF3ECODE EC subeler^^c:nt code
SUBRANGE SR range of values ir. subscri^rt
TQTCODES TL # of codes in de5c;riptor
TOTU^JTTS TS # of units ^.n descriptor
TRUNCABV TA truncation abbreviation
TRUNGZD TR ID number of truncaY^ion
TRUNNAME TM truncation name
UhTTTABV UA variable unit abbreviation
UNITID UT variable unit code #
UNITNAME UN variable unit name
UNTLOCAT UL position in unit array
UPPERAWC UV^ upper available water capacity
UPPERPCP UP upper precipitation
USEDYET UY variable used yet?
VA^2BCODE VG var^.able code number
VARBL7:i^ VI II3# of va^:iable
VARBLNUM VN var_ia.ble code number
VARDEV DV variak.^le deviation
VARFFrON FCC floating constant
VAFlIKON IK integer constant
VARLOGAT VL variable location
VAROPER VO variable operand
VARSCODE VS variable subtiode
VARVCODE VV variable var^.able code
VRBLCUDE EG variable code
WEIGHTS WH weights
WGHVARBL WV co^.e # of variable to be weighted
WHEREGET WG where 'to find data
A-- 3
